
BEARINGS

Part # NSKAELS206-118 - Used in most input shaft assemblies and
combo cap ends (CC001).  Seals toward the  outside of the pump must
be removed prior to  installation.  Used in all outboard pumps, placed in
conjunction with the outside bearing cap(OB-S002-O) and input holder
(OBI001).

Part # 52062RS11/8 - Used in all input shaft assemblies.
Remove both dust caps prior to installation.Used in all outboard pumps.
Two bearings are placed in the inside bearing cap (OB-S001-I) on the
housing side of timing gears (OB-GH34B/B-1 or OB-30B/B-1).

BEARING SPACER
Part # OB-S001 - Placed between the timing gear (OB-GH) and the
NSK bearing on both shafts of all outboard pumps (2 per pump)

BEARING CAP - INSIDE
Part # OB-S002-I -Holds the 5206 bearing and a double seal holder
(SH002).  It is placed on the housing side of the timing gears.  There are
2 in each outboard pump.

BEARING CAP - OUTSIDE
Part # OB-S002-O - Holds the NSK bearing on the front of the outboard
gear case assembly.  This part is visible on the front of the pump.  THere
is 1 on each outboard pump.

BUSHINGS

Part # B15 - 1.5”  used in the packing nut holder (P002) on regular
pumps and in the outboard input holder (OB-I001) in all outboard pumps.

Part # B25 - 2.5”  used in the combo (CC001) and bushing caps (B001)
on the back end of regular and outboard pumps



GRIP BUSHING
Part # OB-BSH-01 - The grip bushing is placed between the NSK
bearing and the timing gear (OB-GH-), one on each gear.  The grip
bushing holds the timing gear in place, there are 2 in each outboard
pump.

INNER PLATE BUSHINGS
Used in all T&E Pumps.  Placed in the endplate insert on the front and
back end of each pump.
Part # B002 - All pumps except eco pump
Part # B003 - eco pump

BUSHING CAPS
Used in 4000 (180°) & 2100 both outboard and regular series Pumps.
Used in only on the back end of the pumps.  Also available as complete
assembly for regular or teflon seals.

Requires: 1 - B25
2 - seals, either 2 AR-1592-EO or

1 AR-1952-EO & 1 Telfon
Caps Only Part # B001 - Reg Seals

Part # BT001 - Teflon Seals (AR-TJMV-SS)

Assemblies Part # B001-B - Reg Seals
Part # BT001-T - Teflon Seals (AR-TJMV-SS)

COMBO CAP
Used in all T&E Series Pumps.  Placed in the end of the idler shaft in
T&E standard & outboard pumps.  Used on the back end of the both
shafts on the 4000 (90°) and 4100 series pumps.  Required for proper
use are a B25, 2 AR-1592-EO (or 1 AR-1592 & 1 - teflon seal), 1 NSK
bearing and 1 o-ring, available separately or as an assembly.

Caps Only: Part # CC001 - Regular Seals
Part # CT001 - Teflon Seals (AR-TJMV-SS)

Assemblies: Part # CC001-B - Regular Seals
Part # CT001-T - Teflon Seals (AR-TJMV-SS)



COMBO CAP END

Holds the grease nipple adaptor and grease nipple.  Encloses the
components of the combo cap (bearing, bushing & seals). Proper
installation of the o-ring is extremely important to prevent the cap end
from pinching o-ring and causing leakage.  Used on all T&E Pumps in
conjunction with the combo cap (CC001)
Part # CC002

ENDPLATE INSERT

Used in all T&E Series Pumps.  Insert is placed into the front side of the
endplate, flat side out.  The side with the rim should face the innerplate
bushing (B002/3) which is carried by the insert.
Part # EP000

ENDPLATES

All endplates are designed to be used with an endplate insert (EP000)
and are available both nitrided and non-nitrided.

Part # EP001
Reg medium endplate (picture at left), used in all the T&E 4000 (180°),
4100 (180° & 90°) & 2100 series pumps.  Comes with a drain plug
(pictured top left).
Part # EPT001
Nitrided medium endplate for teflon/nitrided pumps, used in 4000
(180°), 4100 (180° & 90°) & 2100 series pumps.  Comes with a drain
plug, for use in caustic fluid.
Part # OB-EP001
Medium endplate for outboard pump, used in T&E 4000 (180°), 4100
(180° & 90°) & 2100 Series pumps.  Used only on the front of the pump,
this endplate is a part of the gear case assembly and has no drain plug.
Part # EP001D
Direct drive hydraulic motor adaptor medium endplate (picture bottom
left).  Used in all T&E 4000, 4100 & 2100 series direct drive pumps.
(pictured bottom left)



ENDPLATE CONTINUED
Part # EP002
Reg small endplate, used in the T&E 4000 (90°) pump, no drain plug
unless requested
Part # EPT002 - Nitrided small endplate for teflon/nitrided pumps, used
in 4000 (90°) pumps.  No drain plug, for use in caustic fluid.
Part # OB-EP002 - Small endplate for outboard pump, used in the 4000
(90°).  Used only on the front end of the pump and is part of the gear
case assembly, no drain plug (pictured)
Part # EP002D - Direct drive hydraulic motor adaptor small endplate,
used in all 4000 (90°) direct drive pumps.
Part # EPC001B - medium cast endplate for eco pump, back end
Part # EPC001F - medium cast endplate for eco pump, front end

FLANGES
Used to attach plumbing to pump

Part # F001
4” weld flange for use with 4000 (180° & 90°) series pumps (pictured top
left)
Part # F002
4.5 “ weld flange for use with 4100 (180° & 90°) series pumps
Part # F003
2” threaded flange for use with 2100 series pumps (pictures bottom left)

GASKETS
For reference:  XP material (blue) has XP in part #

Valbuna material (black) has V in the part # (pictured)
Durlon material (green) has no extra characters

ENDPLATE GASKETS
Used in both regular, outboard, and direct drive pumps between the
wearplate and the housing.  Available in 3 different materials, please
contact us to find out which one is best for you. Gaskets are offered in 2
standard sizes 1/64 (15thou) and 1/32 (30thou), some are available in
10thou thickness as a special order.  Please call for details.

Part # G002A-32-XP / G002A-32-V / G002A-32 small gasket 1/32 (30thou) thick
Part # G002A-64-XP / G002A-62-V / G002A-64 small gasket 1/64 (15thou) thick
Part # G002B-32-XP / G002B-32-V / G002B-32 medium gasket 1/32 (30thou) thick
Part # G002B-64-XP / G002B-32-V / G002B-64 medium gasket 1/64 (15thou) thick



ENDCAP GASKETS
Fits between the endplate and combo cap, direct drive motor mount, &
bushing caps in all pumps, available only in XP material in 1/64 (15thou)
thickness.
Part # G001-64-XP

OUTBOARD ENDCAP GASKET
Used between the gearcase and the outboard input holder (OB-I001)
Available in Durlon and XP material
Part # OB-G002D-64 (pictured)
Part # OB-G002D-64-XP

GEARCASE GASKET
Used on all outboard pumps that use an OB-EP001 between the
gearcase and the wearplate, available in Durlon Material.

Part # OB-G002B-32

WEARPLATE GASKETS
Fits between the wearplate and the endplate used in all pump models,
available in 1/64 (15thou) thickness only.  G002BW-64 pictured.

Part # G002AW-64-XP / G002AW-64-V / G002AW-64
For use in 4000 (90°) pumps
Part # G002BW-64-XP / G002BW-64-V / G002BW-64
For use in 4000 (180°), 4100 (both 180° & 90°), 2100 series pumps

FLANGE GASKETS
Available in only Durlon (green) material only
Part # G009-2100
For use in 2100 series pumps

Part # G009-4000 1/64 (15thou)
Part # G009-4000-30 1/32 (30thou)
For use in 4000 series pumps (180° & 90°)

Part # G009-4100 1/64 (15thou)
Part # G009-4100-30 1/32 (30thou)
For use in 4100 series pumps (180° & 90°)



GREASE NIPPLE ADAPTOR
Attaches to the combo cap (CC001) and bushing caps (B001) and
holds the grease nipples (GN001) or oiler fittings, used with an
aluminum washer (W001, only on GN002 & OB-GN002) on all pumps.

Part# GN002 - for use with all standard/outboard pumps
Part # GN002E - for use with eco pumps uses OO54210
Part # OB-GN002 - used as a plug, no hole for grease nipple or oiler
fittings, used in the outside bearding cap (OB-S002-O)

GREASE NIPPLE
Used on all pumps, attaches to grease nipple adaptor (GN002), input
holder (I001) and the outboard input holder (OB-I001) in conjunction with
a straight swivel (?)
Part # GN001

GEARS
OUTBOARD GEARS
Gears for outboard pumps are alone or pressed onto the shafts but are
always sold as a set.  The pressed set includes set screws and keys
(M008).  We recommend purchasing your gears on shafts as a hydraulic
press is required for pressing.  Listed below is gears on shafts, please
call for more info on gears sold alone.  All outboard gears & shafts are
gas nitrided.
Part # OB-G004 - used in 2100 series pumps
Part # OB-G600 - used in 4000 (180°) pumps
Part # OB-G725 - used in 4100 (180° & 90°) pumps
Part # OB-G750 - used in 4000 (90°) pumps

OUTBOARD TIMING GEARS
Outboard timing gears are used in the outboard assembly. The timing
gear on the idler shaft has the timing slots (left), whereas the timing gear
on the input shaft has no timing slots (right).  Timing gears prevent the
inside gears from touching thus reducing wear.  All timing gears are
ONC treated.
Part # OB-GH34B - medium gear with timing slots, for use with 4000
(180°), all 4100, and 2100 pumps
Part # OB-GH34B-1 - medium gear without timing slots, for use with
4000 (180°), all 4100, and 2100 pumps
Part # OB-30B - small gear with timing slot for use with 4000 (90°) pump
Part # OB-30B-1 - small gear without timing slot for use with 4000 (90°)



RUBBER GEARS
Used in the eco pump, rubber gears are available for these pumps only.
Part # RG6 - for use with 4000ER

STEEL GEARS
Available for all pumps, always sold as a set, ONC processed
Part # SG4 - used in 2100 series pumps
Part # SG6 - used in 4000 (180°) pumps
Part # SG7.25 - used in all 4100 series pumps
Part # SG7.5 - used in 4000 (90°) pumps.

HOLDERS
HOLD DOWN RINGS
Every pump requires hold down rings.  There are 6 in an outboard pump,
2 on the back, 2 inside the gearcase and 2 on the front of the gearcase.
Standard pumps require 4, 2 on the back and 2 on the front.  Due to the
closeness of the input and idler on a 4000 (90°) pump, rings with flats
are required (pictured bottom left).  Holds the combo cap (CC001),
bushing cap (B001), input tubes (both OB-I001 & I001) and both bearing
caps (OB-S002-I & OB-S002-O) in place using bolts (see bolt section for
specifics).
Part # H001 - used on 4000 (180°), 4100 & 2100 pumps (pictured above
left)
Part # H002 - w/ flats, used on 4000 (90°) pumps

INPUT HOLDER
Used on all regular T&E pumps (not on outboard or direct drive pumps).
Holds the packing nut holder (P002), NSK bearing, 5206 bearing for the
input shaft and the double seal holder (SH002).
Part # I001

OUTBOARD INPUT HOLDER
Placed on the front of the gear case on all outboard pumps on the input
shaft.  The packing nut (P001) attached to it.  It houses 1 B15, and NSK
bearing and 2 AR-15920-EO seals.
Part # OB-I001



DIRECT DRIVE MOTOR MOUNT
This is the housing for the input shaft on the direct drive pump.  The
109-1101-006 Charlynn motor mounts directly to it and creates a sealed
cavity to keep all of the components out of the elements to extend their
lifecycle.  This piece will not work without the couple also listed here.
The coupler attached the T&E Pump input shaft with the Charlynn motor.
This is sealed inside and out to keep a dry cavity and prevent product
from getting into the motor or vise versa.
Part # ZH-109-DDMM - motor mount
Part # ZH-109-DDC-NS - coupler (bottom left)

HOUSINGS

PUMP HOUSINGS
Housings are available in a number of configurations according to your
needs and what you are currently running.  All housings are made of
ductile cast iron.  Below are our most common housings, if you require
something different please call us.
Part # HOU004CS -T&E 180° 2” inlet & outlet.  Used for all 2100 180°
pumps (not pictured)
Part # HOU006CR - T&E 180 ° 4” inlet & outlet, used for rubber gear
4000 eco pumps only
Part # HOU006CS -  T&E 180° 4” inlet & outlet, used for steel gear 4000
standard & outboard pumps
Part # HOU006CN -T&E 180° 4” inlet & outlet, used for steel gear 4000
standard & outboard pumps, additional ONC treating
Part # HOU00750RC - T&E 90° 4” inlet & outlet, used for steel gear
4000 (90°) pumps
Part # HOU00750RCN - T&E 90° 4” inlet & outlet, used for steel gear
4000 (90°) pumps, additional ONC treating
Part # HOU00725C - T&E 180° 4.5” inlet & outlet, used for 4100 (180°)

pumps
Part # HOU00725C - T&E 180° 4.5” inlet & outlet, used for 4100 (180°)
pumps
Part # HOU725CN - T&E 180° 4.5” inlet & outlet, used for 4100 (180°)
pumps, additional ONC treating
Part # HOU725RC - T&E 90° 5” inlet & outlet, used for 4100 (90°)
pumps



GEARCASES
The outboard gear case acts as a housing for the components of the
outboard gear drive.  It bolts directly to the housing and is made of
ductile cast iron.  The gear case is available in 2 sizes.

Part # OB-GC-Small - used for the 4” 90° outboard pump
Part # OB-GC-Medium - used for the 4” (180°), 4.5” (90° & 180°) & 2”
outboard pump

KEYSTOCK

M008-2100 - 3” Keystock for 2100 series pump
M008-4000 - 5 ⅛”keystock for 4000 (180°) pumps
M008-4100 - 6 ¼” Keystock for a 4000 (90°) pump & 4100 (180° & 90°)
ZH-109-CKey - key for end of pump shaft and DD motor coupler
ZH-109-DDSK - step key for DD motor coupler and 109-1101-006 motor

O-RINGS
Part # OO35-7147 - used on all combo caps (CC001), double seal
holders (SH002 & SHT002) and packing nut holder (PN002)
OO54210 - used on grease nipple adaptor for eco pump

PACKING NUT
The packing nut takes 2 pieces of teflon packing (P003) and a metal
washer (W002) and threads onto the packing nut holder (P002 or
P002E) or outboard input holder (I001).  The packing nut does not seal
the pump as with our competitors and should not be overtightened to
prevent leakage.  Its purpose is simply to keep debris out of the pump.

Part # P001 - packing nut

Part # P003 - packing used in packing nut



PACKING NUT HOLDER
Core Credit available when returned in good condition

Part # P002 - used in all standard T&E Pumps, houses a B15 bushing, a
grease nipple (GN001), o-ring (OO35-7147) and 5 AR-1592-EO seals.
Fits into the input holder (I001).

Part # P002E - used in all T&E eco pumps.  Houses a B15 bushing, a d
grease nipple swivel, and 5 AR-1592-EO seals.  Fits into the endplate of
the eco pump (EPC001F)

SEAL HOLDER
Used on all pumps, and used with both regular & teflon seals.  In
outboards it is placed between the endplate and the 5206 bearing in the
inside bearing cap (OB-S002-I).  In the regular pump it is housed in the
input tube.  In both it holds 2 seals (either 2 AR-1592-EO, or 1 teflon & 1
AR seal) & 2 o-rings (OO35-7147)

Part # SH002 - regular double seal holder, takes 2 AR-1592-EO
(pictured top left), or 1 AR-1592-EO & 1 AR-TJMV3232)
Part # SHT002 - teflon double seal holder, takes 1 AR-1592-EO seal
and 1 AR-TJMV-SS seal (pictured at left)

SEALS
Used on all T&E Pumps in different combinations

Part # AR-1592-EO - Found in all pumps

Part # AR-TJMV-SS - teflon seals, stainless, old style (fits into SHT002,
BT001, CT001)

Part # AR-TJMV3232 - teflon seals, new style (fits into SH002, B001,
CC001)



SHAFTS
All shafts except those in the eco pumps are hardened using gas or
ONC for maximum durability.  We recommend purchasing shafts and
gears for outboard pumps together and already pressed.  If you require
them separately please contact us.  See the gears section for the
outboard gear/shaft combinations.  Below are the most commonly used
and recommended shafts, for custom work please contact us.

IDLER SHAFTS
All part #’s begin with I003, followed by length of the shaft.
Example:  I003-15.25 is a 15.25” idler shaft

Part # I003-13.25 - for 2100 series standard pumps
Part # I003-15.25 - for all 4000 (180°) standard pumps
Part # I003-18.50 - for all 4100 and 4000 (90°) pumps

INPUT SHAFTS
All part #’s begin with I002, followed by length of the shaft.
Example:  I002-24 is a 24” input shaft

Part # I002-16.750 - input for 4000 (180°) direct drive
Part # I002-20.125 - input for 4100 (180°) direct drive
Part # I002-22 - for 2100 series standard pumps
Part # I002-24 - for 4000 (180°) standard pumps
Part # I002-26 - for 4100 and 4000 (90°) standard pumps

Complete shaft assemblies are available as well as individual shafts for
the outboards pumps.  They are not listed in this catalogue as you
strongly encourage you to call and talk to one of our customer service
reps prior to purchasing.

WEARPLATES

Wearplates are used in all T&E Pumps but in different combinations and
configurations.  They are placed between the housing and the endplate
and flanked by a wearplate gasket on the endplate side and endplate
gaskets on the housing side.
Part # WP001 - small wearplate used in 4000(90°), there are no
cavitation ports on these plates.



Part # WP002 - medium wearplate, used in 2100, 4000(180°), 4100 (90°
& 180°), have cavitation ports
Part # OB-WP002 - outboard medium wearplate, used in 2100,
4000(180°), 4100 (90° & 180°), no cavitation ports

Part # OB-WPD02 - medium wearplate with diamond pattern as
opposed to cavitation ports, used in 2100, 4000(180°), 4100 (90° &
180°)

WASHERS

Part # W001 - Aluminum Washer used with grease nipple adaptor (top
left)

Part # W002 - Metal washer, fits between the packing nut and packing
nut holder (bottom right)




